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A thread on the WEF elites Fourth Industrial Revolution , agriculture, biodiversity,

sustainable development goals and human destiny

The true face of the @WEF Green Revolution - think they really care about Black

Lives ?

This is the human cost of your electric car.

Protest this BLM, I\u2019m all ears. pic.twitter.com/8MEGG0Z3dY

— markmaycott (@markmaycot) October 16, 2020

This is what they are doing to indigenous people in name of protection of biodiversity through false science they fund as

@StephenCorrySvl of @Survival organization to protect indigenous peoples rights explains.

You can see how media inc BBC involved in this racist
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imperialist elitist agenda , linked to notion uber rich white urban people, (often representing Multinational corporations whose

profits result from unprecendeted eco damage) better guardians of nature than those who have stewarded the land well re

biodiversity for centuries



Idea of unelected elites- Corporations 'experts' & State, planning economy, land, resources & human 'wellbeing' (Swastika

means just that) has another name it has been tried before, and had that 'GREEN' saviour complex at heart of it: was called

FASCISM

https://t.co/xiotlkxGrO

#Ecofascist INTER-Nazis

We've heard it all before when Corporatist elitists use fear & virtue to enact land & resources grab from indigenous

stewards and duff humanity up with plant based diets, even had their own Attenboroughs in the Hecks.

EVIL. https://t.co/zrl9Tx0Oca pic.twitter.com/P9nKFBu8CQ

— David Dent (@DMDent) January 11, 2021

Despite obsession moral sanctimony, obsession altrusitic notions 'enlightenment' of Eastern mysticism, animal rights, ideas

'transhumanist' future of human race, concern about 'population', manifested as most evil period of human history, & corrupt

science & doctors helped it
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As did Big Public Health & ideas about diet, wellbeing, strength through joy (you will own nothing & VILL be happy) &

eliminating things corrupting to body & spirit of human health. We would return to stroll in mythical primal forest (in smaller

numbers while the existing

inhabitants would be gehtto-ized but their needs catered for by the caring overlord state in sustainable self sufficient

communities , and them given dignified work for the cause.

This is all part of the same mentality now, they have just hoodwinked you that they are the



antithesis of racism & all about human dignity, opposed to destructive nationalism. But Nazis were never nationalist in the

sense of insular nationalism: they always about expansionism & domination of the world. This is Fascism rebooted on a

global scale https://t.co/T3OoP3TwIV

This current Manifestation of Corporatist governance is Global in scale, elite CEOs uber wealthy investors banking systems

& their lackey NGOS, academics, government puppets, and World governance orgs such as UN & WHO. But its still

profoundly anti democratic, and committed to

destroying national democracies, & controlling everything for 'greater good'. Dissent & gulags for opposition to it. land grabs

down line if we don't challenge it now, & national democracies are best way: we need to elect those who will stand up to

them https://t.co/Xvpq9wSt5i

The nation state run on democratic lines is much better than a small elite deciding our futures in places like Davos.

pic.twitter.com/6TLMB8lvTO

— Nigel Farage (@Nigel_Farage) February 9, 2020

No matter how much they sneer at & attempt vilification of 'populism', it is the voice of dissent by masses against elite

authoritarians. The elite has managed to completely fund control & geld the liberal left & make boogiemans while they have

gone about building global fascism.
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Their tactic has been to appeal to the very worst of the middle class liberal, who considers themselves 'woke' and

enlightened, and essentially an intellectual snob. Challenges to their mickey mouse science are met with snobbery, &

creation of strawmen & ad hominem; despite often



being blatantly corrupted by false accountancy driven by spiritual 'beliefs' Adventism Ripple (MIckey Mouse Warning to

Humanity letter) & Harwatt Loma LInda Uni connected); Springmann, & Poore etc vegans , Communists, or by WEF

corporate interests funding it. The money involved

in science fixing these narratives is astronomical, and fixing it they are with blatant false accountancy, Here, is eg of HOW. 

Livestock CANNOT be reduced to nutrition alone: that is FRAUD , and it is EVIDENT to the common person



https://t.co/WsktcmwMzc

If you didn't realise shift from animal based textile/hide has caused this, you need new brain.

No wool tweed leather fur sheepskin cashmere silk this eco disaster. Price moving away from livestock. We need to

move BACK to such; 'science' claiming otherwise FRAUD accountancy https://t.co/kcADBE0kgA

pic.twitter.com/nDNKwE4Pcq

— David Dent (@DMDent) September 22, 2020

Do NOT be afraid to challenge them and do not let them gaslight you by building strawmen that you are a 'science denier': it

is THEM that are corrupting the integrity of the scientific method. Take for eg the All cause deaths from Covid 19. They are

ALL comparing the deaths to

previous 5, 10 yr averages etc. THEY are not stupid, they think you are. They can't do that, because we are on a STEEP

uphill trajectory of expected deaths because of baby boomers post 1945 reaching their mid 70s & dying en masse anyway.

All cause deaths will NOT be out of line

too much to what was expected if you take this in to account, yet we see abuse to those questioning that etc ,appeal to

authority & denial of what patently obviously a stitch up to exaggerate its impact. Unfortunately aging increase likelihood of

death & those boomers are legion
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But abuse & contempt they have for common man also extends for eg in to insults re Brexit voters, & also anything middle

class elitists sees as British (or equivalent in any other nation eg Morrocan intellectuals re the souk & snake charmer,

American intellectual cowboy &



the hamburger etc). Orwell had them sussed totally. A class of virtue signalling elitist authoritarian busybodies who will

support 2+2=5 if it puts the common person down, and dedicate much of their lives (and paid to) to controlling us &

destroying our cultures. So ultimately,

it is THEY who become racists in their utter contempt for myriad cultures of world, & imposing their urban bourgeois moral

absolutism on everyone else. Here- hard to tell if Woke vegan or far right racist isn't it? That's because they ARE THE

SAME THING https://t.co/VHK9gPReyc

A British tourist has been caught on video berating and then attempting to bite a chicken seller in Morocco for keeping

his hens in a cage pic.twitter.com/HWFwkENu7o

— Middle East Eye (@MiddleEastEye) September 2, 2019

But of course, the CORPORATE elite want you to give up eating and wearing animals too. Very people who have done most

to destroy the environment claiming this will save the planet, while they carry on raping it. Look at these WEF rogues gallery

mobsters who back EATLancet , note
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their engagement of belief when it suits to challenge scientific expertise @fleroy1974 when it suits not with reason &

evidence but morality & accusation of 'industry funding' when £Billions corporate dosh engaged in funding science & UN,

weird NGOS & half wit celebs roped in,

media control etc. Look for eg at the mob behind the Guardian's zest for promoting their ecofascism via Monbiot, and

attacking animal ag whenever they can. Bought and paid for by elite philanthropy to push their agendas

https://t.co/78o2MHyEji

While you have elitist uber wealthy animal rights loons determined to impose the moral authoritarianism on the rest of

humanity & destroy livestock farming in there, to others like Gates, its always just about money and control, and like his

father a eugenicist, convinced its the

masses that are the problem and has committed to helping reduce the burden of their breeding and consumption. This, a

man whose home living alone produces this kind of eco footptint https://t.co/hPs4V1Xve3

So how is Mr Gates involvement in agriculture for his 'green' revolution going? Helping Black Lives is it? So once again,

back to them carving up Africa for their own ends. These WEF people EVIL, & I'm getting sick of liberal left pandering to &

defending that uber weathy elite
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whose economic model IS Corporatism aka Fascism, & actually they are racist imperialists to core & profit from global

slavery. But of course elite give that liberal green left so many NGO , academic, UN etc jobs & self importance, plus all the

tech jobs & promise more & a green



revolution for jobsworths who'll check on every aspect of your life even preparing carbon credit tax for bog roll you use.

Meanwhile robots & Chinese & developing world slavery will produce everything. Plant based diets my ass. Slavery always

about crops livestock always=autonomy



Judge for yourself which is problem to environment & sustainability too, & which best to sustain people with autonomy from

these monstrous Corporate greenwashing themselves at WEF, & their diabolical attempt to seize land and resources from

farmers & indigenous people to control



even our food. To create justification for the shift to control all, they engineer various global crisis that requires fear for

consent to transition to corporatist global management, their 'science' is NOT scientific devoid of nuanced solutions,

traditional knowledge & success,



& fact actual food security is best provided by livestock not corporate food so often used to blackmail (remember UN Oil for

food scandal, agricultural trade blockades eg on Serbia -agricultural powerhouse where cherry orchards went to rot) control

& corrupt shits like YARA &

their UN mate Erik Solheim who had to resign in disgrace, both of them of course buddies with Stordalen of EATLAncet

architect of the global solution to the fear of shortages they engineered with diabolical pseudoscience funded by Wellcome,

another WEF bunch of shits and along



with the Norwegian government massively invested in fossil fuels . Getting it yet? Diversion doublethink and protecting their

own arses by demonizing livestock agriculture, with Wellcome & YARA massively invested also in global corporate crops

agriculture.



It's Orwellian, actually very transparent, and so farcical it may as well be an episode of a dystopian future from the Twilight

Zone.

BUT it doesn't stop there! The 'sustainability' goals, are the exact OPPOSITE of sustainability, so more Orwellian

doublethink. If IKEA & H&M are



about sustainability then I'm a Chinaman. Of course we all will be under their determination to turn us in to consumer drones

and we'll end up all wearing the same shit they sell to us. We SHOULD be laughing at them but sadly it is too serious to

https://t.co/Sgse2VQi5s

Furniture made to last and has.

Contrast to #IKEA crap

Yet greenwashing themselves & part of @WEF authoritarian #GreatReset & grotesque travesty of 'sustainability'.

Only sustainability any of global corporate/big tech elite care about continued model of selling crap

https://t.co/iff4WzGjqs pic.twitter.com/yQEzrPpU6g

— David Dent (@DMDent) December 2, 2020

But I am gonna laugh at IKEA & H&M. Boycott them both, its the only way to teach the doublethink swindlers a lesson. H&M

being the kings of fast fashion so damaging to the environment yet chummed up with the WWF ffs they must thick we are

stupid https://t.co/viGw9Y2ieH

And just look at this guys. The WEF greenwashers McKinsey putting H&M on a platform to talk about sustainability?

\U0001f923

What a farce! https://t.co/POpFEOTZpc

— David Dent (@DMDent) December 28, 2020

And so the same story with Nestle, & inbuilt obsoletion tech the polar opposite of durability that requires FAR less resources

& we did perfectly well without shit like palm oil before when all was made from animal fat their corrupt scientists demonized

https://t.co/0al2cTZF3p
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So then there's YARA, IKEA, H&M Nestle these are the eco rascals that have wrecked so much, all part of the WEF,

and involved with plant based diet push and ecofascists WWF, greenwashing their filthy hands, and blaming meat.

There's no damn leather wool sheepskin cashmere etc in pic.twitter.com/jXRciQkk0q

— David Dent (@DMDent) December 31, 2020

It is really, beyond a joke. Those scientists and left leaning green liberal involved need to HANG THEIR HEADS IN SHAME

and the common person SEES you don't you DARE gaslight them when they challenge your shit https://t.co/WQ0C8p9dXM

The @WEF want you to wear this crap, eat this crap, furnish home this crap, support tech revolution while they

destroy traditional quality jobs & devote massive resources to this inbuilt obs crap. Letting them dictate #sustainability

like putting rapists in charge women's centres pic.twitter.com/JfTe61BLJt

— David Dent (@DMDent) December 29, 2020

And more. Just look at this! GRANTHAM. An elitist who thinks Africa is 'overpopulated' , so clearly a racist too, funds the

WWF and the Grantham Institute , a bunch of tree hugging academics which is handy because his business is felling them

for WOOD ! Yeah no kidding! ■
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And trees of course, may actually not be worthy of the cult like allegiance they have. Could be bad in some cases, esp

without livestokc to manage them which has been long known can lead to forest fires getting out of control and chucking so

much greenhouse gasses in to the



atmosphere and damaging existing eco systems for ancient mythical ones that will produce us no food or co produce or

support cultural & economic autonomy. Again we are back to Nazi rewilding. Of course the WEF don't really care about any

of that when do you think they suddenly

got ethics, these racist, eco vandals and profit motivated billionaires who had evaded tax through philanthropy to further their

agendas? The tree planting is about CARBON credits. So the elite can galavant and pay for it by planting trees - ON LAND

THEY DON'T OWN! And forcing

farmers to do it or starve, and feed us fake meat & plnat based diets with ridiculously underestimated low carbon cost &

false health claims. Stay tuned as there's going to be revelations about all that before long as uncorrupted scientists are

looking at the claims. Of course



I looked at this one and saw the kind of swindling they do, so you don't have to be a scientist to go through a paper to see

the blatant shit they try to pull.

https://t.co/QpwI2dE74U

Thread. This is sort of bullshit masquerading as science these days. In study by those lovely people at WWF-ones

evicting people from homelands to protect animals somehow a threat to after they've survived there millenia some

cases, they cite cawl as dish with biggest CO2 print pic.twitter.com/7zlqeFJbJw

— David Dent (@DMDent) November 20, 2019

So we have existential threat to planet and humanity posed by climate change, because you know, all this snow we are

having actually disappeared 15 yrs ago and we are imagining it - Biodiversity crisis, food security crisis, and human health re

Covid etc, is all provided by

science and media funded by THEM. So of course crazy exaggeration is needed for fear for consent to this draconian

authoritarian unelected shit. Meanwhile the globalists point their fingers at Trump ad tell you he's the racist fascist! Because

he stood up to them. He may not

be the brightest spanner in the works but he is NOT part of the actual Fascist coup going down in front of your very eyes at

global level, complete with all the racism I have described and give examples of here. But don't think conservatives will

necessarily save you from it:many

of them eg Grantam ARE conservatives. They always like big money these Eton boys like Boris too; educated not for

brilliance but because of their easily manipulated compliance - Princess Nut Nuts wrapped him round her little finger, &

fellow Eton Rifles https://t.co/OfIU49mdjI

Zac Golsmith given peerage when he couldn't even win his seat in Commons in a Tory landslide preparing to police your

wardrobe, stitch the Cree & their amazing stewardship up and get rid of the Guards busbies, while his brother Ben part of

the WEF mob firmly installed at DEFRA
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So sup up your beer and collect your fags....there's a row going on, down near Slough... 

Now see those poor underfed Woking boys got a pasting and ended up beat up and bloody but in Wales we had all that



lamb to build us up, we play rugby better than them so never did

let public schoolboy tossers get better of us & won't now so if anyone thinks Wales getting rid of sheep any time soon

because of Tory Boy ecofascists like Ben Goldsmith or counterpart Ovinaphobic Guardian's Moonbat, they can think again,

eh

@Evsthetractor

@1GarethWynJones

?

And of course, you have Tories like MAtt Hancck who has so enthusiastically pushed lockdown authoritarianism on us

through fear, destroying traditional economies while making the WEF mob even richer, from online sales Amazon to vaccine

spivvery, all conicidentally happening to
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suit their agenda for the Fourth Industrial Revolution for their tech elite masters at Davos. So up to you whether it's them

looking to train because we vote the bastards out first chance a bloody nose in May would be a start cancel those election at

your peril, or its the rest
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